The Third Taiwan Strait Crisis, Iranian
asymmetric doctrine, and Russian corvettes…
...or how I learned to stop worrying, and embrace a reimagining of the Royal Australian
Navy’s surface fleet.
In March of 1996, the United States Navy (USN) conducted a demonstration of combat
power, centred on two Carrier Battle Groups (CBG), which was designed to humble the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) and force the communist government of the People’s Republic of China to
back down from its efforts to coerce and threaten Taiwan. Although it faded quickly in the minds of
policy-makers in the West, the Third Taiwan Strait Crisis was a watershed moment for Beijing. It was
also a catalyst for the acceleration of a military modernisation effort which in only two short decades
would alter the balance of military power in the Western Pacific. There does not appear to be any
other recent historical event that may have more significant implications for the future of the Royal
Australian Navy’s (RAN). In the following pages, I hope to show that while the implications of the
1996 Taiwan Strait Crisis are concerning, they also present an exciting opportunity – and possibly a
necessity – for a reimagining of the RAN’s surface fleet. Indeed, as the Indo-Pacific once again falls
under the shadow of great power competition, there may be no better time to explore new
possibilities for the RAN and new ways for it to provide credible support our allies, and to the rules
based international order in the region.

The Third Taiwan Strait Crisis – the impetus for China’s military modernisation.
The Third Taiwan Strait crisis was a wakeup call for Beijing. It shone a spotlight on the
dramatic gulf between the military capabilities of the PLA and the US military, crystallising in the
minds of Chinese leaders the need to double down on a modernisation effort that had begun in
earnest only a few years earlier. In the lead up to the 1996 Taiwanese elections, Beijing embarked
upon a series of military exercises and ballistic missile firings designed to intimidate and coerce
Taipei. In response, the US Seventh Fleet brought a swift end to the crisis by sending the USS
Independence and USS Nimitz CBGs through the Taiwan Strait, in what at that time was the most
dramatic display of American naval power in the region in almost 40 years. 1 The event was
particularly dramatic from the perspective of the PLA’s leadership; the Chinese military was
reportedly incapable of even tracking the big decks as they demonstrated American resolve so close
to the Chinese mainland.2 As a result of its humbling at the hands of the USN, China accelerated a
modernisation effort designed specifically to counter or deter any foreign intervention in a future
crisis, and as some commentators argue, to displace the US as the Western Pacific’s military
hegemon.3

A Revolution in Military Affairs with Chinese characteristics.
If it were to happen again today, only slightly more than 20 short years after the USN
demonstrated its unquestionable primacy of the Taiwan Strait, the picture would look starkly
different. The ships, submarines, aircraft and weapon systems that China could deploy in its own
show of strength would be unrecognisable to an American sailor who had been there in the good old
days of ’96. Back then, there were no modern PLA-Navy destroyers bristling with the phased array
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radars and vertical launch systems that have long been seen as the pinnacle of Western naval
power.4 There were no indigenously designed air-independent propulsion submarines with eye
wateringly fast anti-ship cruise missiles lurking below the depths.5 For that matter, there were no
even faster anti-ship ballistic missiles nestled hundreds of kilometres inland poised to rain down on
the carriers!6
These impressive new capabilities were born out of the modernisation effort which was
prioritised in the aftermath Third Taiwan Strait Crisis, an effort designed specifically to counter
American technological advantage, and by extension the technological advantage of Western navies
like the RAN.7 This effort has been comprehensive, and according to the US Defense Intelligence
Agency, has “expanded China’s military capabilities across all warfare domains,” from command and
control, to force structure, training, doctrine, weapons, and platforms.8 In what the Chinese
themselves have now termed a “Revolution in Military Affairs with Chinese characteristics,”9 Beijing
has made significant progress towards being able to fight “local wars under informatized
conditions,” 10 and to deter or defeat foreign intervention in a future crisis in the waters of the
Western Pacific.11 This effort has been guided by clear timelines and objectives, and the next
milestone is rapidly approaching. By 2020, China plans to have achieved “mechanisation” of its
military, with “significantly enhanced informationization and greatly improved strategic
capabilities.”12
To quote the title of a recent paper co-authored by the former US Deputy Secretary of
Defense, Robert O. Work, what China is doing is “beating the American’s at their own game.” Work
characterises China’s effort as an offset strategy which inversely mimics the US approach to
countering a numerically superior Soviet Union in the closing stages of the Cold War. 13 Work argues
that China’s modernisation timelines and objectives are part of a three phase approach, in which
China began from a position of technological and military inferiority, which forced it to rely on
asymmetric approaches to defeat a more advanced military. It has then moved towards a second
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phase where China would aimed to find itself in a position of “rough technological parity.” 14 In the
third phase, the Chinese military seeks to achieve outright “technological superiority” over the US. 15
In a stark and sobering assessment of how successful this effort may have been in such a relatively
short time period, and an indication that we may be living well within Work’s ‘second phase,’ in early
2018 the commander of the US Indo-Pacific Command, Admiral Philip S. Davidson, wrote: “There is
no guarantee that the United States would win a future conflict with China.” 16 Such a comment from
America’s senior military commander in the Indo-Pacific should give us pause. If the PLA has indeed
entered the ‘second phase’ of its military modernisation effort, that is to say, produced a force
nearing technological parity with US and Western military capabilities, then this has significant
implications for the USN and the RAN.
This development would mean that for the first time since the end of the Cold War, Western
navies are facing a peer competitor. 17 This is in stark contrast to the asymmetric and nonconventional threats that have defined the last several decades. Over that time, the PLA-Navy has
undergone a remarkable transformation, one that has exemplified Beijing’s focus on achieving
technological parity while also attempting to counter traditional Western naval advantages. 18 What
in 1996 was a primarily coastal naval force, is now the largest navy in the region,19 equipped with
modern submarines, multi-role surface combatants, supersonic long-range anti-ship cruise missiles,
ballistic missile submarines, and aircraft carriers.20 These new capabilities are strengthened by an
increasingly sophisticated intelligence-surveillance and reconnaissance strike complex,21 a focus on
realistic training, 22 and ever expanding real-world operational experience.23 This is a blue water navy
that has been designed to be part of an ‘informationized’ military which is capable of ensuring that
the humiliation of 1996 will never happen again.

Implications for the survivability of the RAN surface fleet
This new threat environment presents obvious challenges, but it also presents exciting
opportunities for a reimagining of the RAN’s surface fleet. While the PLA-Navy has undergone a
revolutionary transformation over the last two decades, the RAN and the USN have arguably
continued an evolutionary approach to their fleet designs. That is not to discount the impressive
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achievements both navies have made, notably the increase in amphibious and anti-air warfare
capabilities that the RAN has brought into service. Rather, as some commentators are arguing, 24 it is
to say that these evolutionary surface fleets were not designed for this revolutionary new threat
environment, which is primarily defined by the PLA and the advantage it holds in anti-surface
warfare (ASuW).25 Within the context of this new threat paradigm, the apparent risks posed by
placing more and more combat capability into exceptionally expensive and increasingly more
vulnerable surface platforms is leading some observers in the US to call for a new architecture for
the USN’s surface fleet, one that is more distributed and includes a fewer number of large surface
combatants.26 This is where the necessity to reimagine the RAN’s surface fleet becomes more
apparent. If our closest ally is talking about the need for greater numbers of more agile and more
distributed surface combatants – be they manned or unmanned – because of the questionable
survivability of the current force, it is worth asking whether it is prudent for the RAN to continue on
an acquisition path that primarily produces surface task forces designed to ‘plug in’ to a USN
construct that may one day not exist.

Iranian and Russian naval strategy and platforms; inspiration for the future RAN
surface fleet?
With this considered, reimagining the composition of the RAN’s future surface fleet as one
that is more agile and diverse could give us a force more capable of providing a valuable contribution
to our allies in wartime, and one that could possibly provide a more credible deterrent in peacetime.
By leveraging the RAN’s inherent strengths, most notably our people, and looking to better exploit
the inherent weaknesses of a potential emerging naval hegemon, there exists the exciting prospect
of a numerically larger and more lethal RAN. A more agile and diverse surface force also provides a
more flexible sea power tool for the Australian Government, and provides a force that would be
more adaptable to changing Australian naval strategies, from sea control through to sea denial. In
full disclosure, the following propositions are designed to be intentionally provocative, but at the
same time they are probably representative of the radical and revolutionary naval thinking that may
be required if the RAN is to remain competitive in a future threat environment best represented by a
PLA-Navy that has moved into Work’s ‘third phase.’
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The contemporary naval forces of Iran and Russia provide insightful examples of fleet
architecture and platform development which could be looked to for inspiration for future elements
of the RAN surface fleet. These forces have been designed to pose a significant threat to stronger
and more technologically advanced naval powers, while also combining small warship designs with,
in some cases, extremely long-range offensive weapon systems. Looking first to the Persian Gulf,
where over the last decade the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps Navy (IRGCN) has looked to
smaller and faster platforms equipped with advanced weaponry in order to fulfil its contribution to
Iran’s broader asymmetric doctrine. 27 According to the US Office of Naval Intelligence, this doctrine
emphasises the combination of “speed, numbers, stealth, survivability, and lethality.” 28 Iran clearly
sees the necessity of raising the potential cost of a conflict to a larger and more technologically
advanced adversary. Although the geography of the Strait of Hormuz doesn’t match that of the
Western Pacific, there are certainly instructive lessons that could be gleaned from the IRGCN’s
approach to its fleet design, and its asymmetric approach to countering a much more powerful naval
force. The RAN could look to borrow part of this naval strategy and procure smaller, faster, stealthier
and more lethal combatants to complement a modified version of our future force structure.
There is no denying that due to the operational environment of the Western Pacific the
Iranian analogy cannot stretch as far as the suggested procurement of fast attack craft and modified
speed boats.29 To work in our region, the ships would need to be bigger, and the weapons would
need a much greater reach. Interestingly, over the last decade the Russian Federation Navy has
produced a number of new classes of warship which combine design elements and capabilities
which could prove remarkably applicable to this concept.30 Russia has produced new corvettes and
small frigates armed with the KALIBR weapon system, in some cases displacing as little as 950 tons,
which are capable of conducting long range strikes out to ranges reportedly as far as 1,550nm. 31
These powerful little ships prove that you do not necessarily require a large multi-billion dollar
destroyer to conduct long-range offensive operations.
Notably, these smaller platforms lack the anti-air (AAW) and anti-submarine warfare (ASW)
capabilities that have long defined Western multi-purpose warships. However, as Work argues, even
those larger platforms may not be survivable in the new threat environment, 32 and would certainly
only be so until their magazines are exhausted. Even without an effective AAW or ASW capability,
smaller, faster, and more difficult to detect warships, when used in concert with the existing RAN
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surface fleet, could come into their own. This hybrid concept of a future RAN fleet may require the
sacrifice of a small number of our larger combatants in order to resource, but would hopefully see
those that remain continue to evolve in capability, as US responses to the new paradigm begin to
materialise and filter through.33
The combination of an Iranian approach to countering a more powerful naval force, and the
Russian design methodology of smaller, offensively orientated platforms operating alongside
existing elements of the RAN’s surface fleet, is attractive for a number of reasons. Firstly, it would
leverage what has always been a strength of the RAN, our talented and tactically innovative people,
and afford our officers and sailors the opportunity for command and greater responsibility sooner.
Experience at sea and in command of more offensively focused platforms would also foster a true
warfighting culture early on. Secondly, it creates a fleet that is inherently more survivable, through
its dispersed nature and the disaggregation of combat capability, and one that is possibly easier to
rebuild and reconstitute in wartime. Thirdly, it may spur real innovation in our surface community.
With the new mindset that these small warships could foster, it is easy to see innovative concepts
emerge, such as partnering them with our frigates and destroyers in a mother-ship and shooter type
construct. Or indeed, pairing them with unmanned platforms, capable of acting as sensor nodes,
radar pickets or decoys. It may even make the RAN look to developing or acquiring long-range
hypersonic weapons to fit to these new platforms, creating truly revolutionary capabilities. It would
be difficult to argue that a widely dispersed force of fast moving, low observable warships, armed
with long-range hypersonic weapons and manned by professional Australian sailors, operating in
concert with larger platforms and unmanned systems, all forming a larger kill and decoy web would
fail to make any potential adversary at least think twice before starting a fight with us.

Conclusion
The Third Taiwan Strait Crisis was a catalyst for a revolutionary change in the maritime
threat environment in the Western Pacific, with significant implications, and opportunities, for the
future of the RAN. As a military which has for the last two decades committed itself to countering
Western naval advantages seems poised to take on the characteristics of a hegemonic naval power
itself, the timing now seems ideal for a reimagining of what the RAN’s surface fleet should look like,
and also be able to achieve. A continued evolutionary approach to our force design does not appear
to be the most effective use of our resources; however, a hybrid approach which leverages our
strengths, exploits a greater power’s weaknesses, and embraces the fighting spirit of the RAN, seems
far more appealing.
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